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Streamlining 
environmental 
footprinting by 

utilizing corporate 
footprints 



Demand for environmental information is increasing

Consumers: awareness is increasing, sustainability gets integrated 

into purchasing decisions.

Retailers: growing sustainability ambitions and demand for 

environmental performance information from the supply chain.

Investors: support for companies with concrete sustainability goals 

that also show results.



The current state of footprinting
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• Companies only have access to their own data
• Remaining data is difficult to obtain
• Data gaps are filled with generic data or excluded

Often leads to non-
case specific results



The current state of footprinting

Collecting data from suppliers 
+ Fosters collaboration
+ Case-specific information increases precision
- Can be time- and effort-intensive

High data collection 
efforts make 
footprinting unscalable
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The current state of footprinting

A pragmatic approach is needed to allow precise 
environmental footprinting to become more scalable.
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The current state of footprinting
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What’s the dream?
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What could be the reality?

Corporate 
footprints
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What could be the reality?

Corporate 
footprints
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If each company/organization takes responsibility for their own corporate footprint by 
capitalizing on their existing data, these footprints can be pieced together as the 
main building blocks, with generic data filling in the (fewer) data gaps remaining.



What could be the reality?

Conducting a corporate footprint of one’s own operations can be done predominantly 
with data that is available at-hand, requiring minimal additional data to be collected. 

Corporate 
footprints



What could be the reality?

Corporate 
footprints

Supplemented with all essential 
methodological documentation

The practitioner conducting the footprint, could then piece these together to create a 
product environmental footprint.



What are the benefits?

Increased precision:

• Wider use of value-chain specific data 

and information

• Reduced reliance on default data

Increased scalability:

• Transferring specific input data between 

companies would be drastically reduced

• Lower data collection and modelling efforts 

by footprinting practitioner

• Easier process for the data-provider by 

having a universal document to provide 



Proof of concept: used in the floriculture sector

Grower Trader Retailer Generic data Product environmental 
footprint of a rose!

Linked together with the footprint of 
1x rose stem or 1kg of rose stems

Highlighted the practicality for companies to have these corporate footprints at hand, 
especially as they anticipate to be approached for their data more frequently with the 
advancement of the PEF and PEFCRs. 



Proof of concept: used in the floriculture sector

Valuable insights can still be gained!



Pragmatic approaches are needed to allow environmental footprinting 
to become more scalable.

The current state of footprinting:

• High data collection efforts → unscalable
• Requires data gaps to be filled in with generic data or excluded →

reduced precision

Utilizing corporate footprints as building blocks to footprinting:

• Simplifies the contribution of companies/organizations as actors in 
the value chain.

• Helps to facilitate widespread environmental footprinting, increasing 
the scalability.

• Reduced reliance on generic data makes footprinting more precise.

Conclusion



Do you have 
any questions?
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Thank you!
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